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Past performance is not indicative of future performance and the value of your investments can rise or fall.
Performance in FASF is calculated using Net Asset Value (NAV), not the market price.

The March quarter of 2021 was a fitting end to a crazy 12
months.
Archegos Capital, a hedge fund managing the family money for
Tiger Cub Bill Hwang, blew up. Spectacularly. This fund, that
few of us had heard of prior to its implosion, reputedly had
$US10bn of assets and indirectly owned somewhere between
US$50bn and US$100bn worth of stocks. That’s the size of
the South Australian economy.
Greensill Capital blew up too. This trade finance business—
founded by Lex Greenhill from Bundaberg in Australia—
was a rapidly-growing trade finance business with tens
of billions of dollars of loans outstanding. Trade finance
companies typically lend against secure inventory in transit
and money due from highly-rated corporates. Greensill was
apparently lending against hypothetical receivables that might
be generated in future. It is now in insolvency and is going to
be a lot messier to unwind than a hedge fund.
And retail stockbroker Robinhood had a liquidity moment of
its own. A $3bn capital call from its clearing house caused
the broker to restrict trading in popular “meme” stocks like
Gamestop and AMC. Its shareholders stumped up the cash,
fortunately. You probably don’t think about it much—your
share purchases and sales settle without a second thought—but
the consequences of a broker failing to pay you for shares you
think you have sold are ugly.
A LEVERAGED CASINO
There’s a common thread in all of these events. Leverage.
Every Robinhood client is given a margin account if they sign
up to a premium tier. From the Robinhood website:
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“When you sign up for Robinhood Gold, you’ll be able to
receive extra buying power when you enable borrowing. This
buying power represents the cash you have already available to
spend, plus the amount you may borrow on margin.”
Margin lending is the type of leverage that has been bringing
retail investors unstuck for decades. The gamification of
investing has allowed punters access to options, contracts for
difference and a myriad of other ways of betting significantly
more money than they have.
That no one knows exactly how much Archegos owed tells you
something too—the investments were held via total return
swaps with investment banks that allow hedge funds to skirt
disclosure rules. The leverage implied in these total return
swaps is apparently between four and ten times the amount
of equity the fund holds. One of Achegos’s counterparties,
Swiss investment bank Credit Suisse, has announced losses of
US$4.7bn related to the implosion. (It also lost billions of its
own and clients’ money lending to Greensill).
None of this is new. But both the speed and magnitude of
market moves have been highly amplified by new tools, online
accessibility and social media.
As you will read in this month’s International Fund report,
our International Fund owned two stocks that more than
tripled from their pre-COVID levels in little more than a
year. We added a business in January, Bed Bath and Beyond,
because we think it is cheap on the basis of a successful longterm turnaround. Its share price doubled and then halved
within the first two weeks of the Fund owning it. That created
the opportunity for profit, but it’s not a sign of a healthy
market being driven by fundamentals.
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In the back half of 2020, this explosion in leverage and
gamification of investment worked mostly to push share prices
up. The first quarter of 2021 was an insight into how it works
on the downside, too. I doubt we have seen the last of the
blowups.
LESSONS FROM A DECADE OF GROWTH STOCK
PERFORMANCE
I wrote in last month’s International Fund report that Forager
has been selling some wonderful business over the past few
months. You will read this month that we have sold every
share the International Fund owned of some companies that
we think have very bright prospects.
That has been controversial for some of our clients. Never sell
a great business is a lesson many have taken from the past
decade of growth stock outperformance.
I argued last month that it’s not the right lesson. What has
worked is not necessarily what works.
Which doesn’t mean there are not lessons. If holding great
businesses forever is the wrong conclusion, hold for longer
than you did seems irrefutably obvious given the value of some
of these businesses today.
A REFRESHER ON BUSINESS VALUATION
The value of a share is the present value of all the future
cashflows that it is going to pay you into perpetuity. We aim
to buy those shares at discounts to fair value and sell them
when they reach or exceed it, amplifying the returns that are
generated by the underlying business.
With perfect foresight, the logic of this strategy would be
irrefutable.
Of course, the future is unknowable and highly variable. In
practise we make a best estimate of what those future cashflows
are going to be and put a lot of work into understanding the
range and magnitude of the uncertainties. Our estimation is
going to be off the mark. The question is which way.
The main lesson of the past 10 years is that getting it wrong
on the low side (being too conservative about the future of
a business) can be as expensive as getting it wrong on the
upside (being too optimistic). When someone says they sold a
wonderful business way too early, what they actually mean is
that they drastically underestimated its value.
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only are we all dead but everything reverts to the mean. It’s
not possible for any business to grow faster than the global
economy forever, otherwise a slice of the pie becomes bigger
than the pie itself.
But forever can be a long time away. A common valuation
mistake is to assume a good business stops growing rapidly
far too soon. My valuation models often assume high growth
for the immediately visible future, but a reversion to more
subdued growth within the next five to ten years.
Google and Facebook are recent examples of businesses still
growing 20% per annum as they head into their third decades
of existence. Australian examples like Cochlear and Resmed
have grown at more than 10% per annum for three decades.
Sometimes the insight into a stock is not what’s going to
happen over the next five years. It’s what is going to happen in
the decades after that, when the power of compounding really
kicks in.
GREAT PRODUCTS CREATE THEIR OWN DEMAND
Total addressable market is some jargon you will hear a lot
when it comes to growth companies. Rather than making
the common mistake of underestimating the growth runway,
analysts jump straight to the endpoint. Back in 2010, the
Google argument was something like this: Global advertising
spend is roughly US$500bn. We expect it to grow 5% per
annum over the next 10 years, making for a 2020 addressable
market of US$800bn. Online should grow to 30% of the total
and I think Google, being the great business it is, can be 30%
of the online share. Adding all that up, in 2020 I think Google
will be generating US$73bn of revenue.
That wouldn’t have seemed a stupid guess in 2010. Alphabet’s
revenue was US$29bn in that year, making it already one of
the world’s largest advertising businesses. But it was wrong
by a factor of more than two (parent company Alphabet’s
2020 revenue was a whopping $182bn). Analysts weren’t
wrong about the shift to online. They just underestimated how
much additional demand Google’s products would create from
customers that previously weren’t spending a cent. Millions of
small businesses that couldn’t afford newspapers or radio now
have a way of advertising to potential customers. Google has
grown the market and pinched its competitors’ revenue.
ANNUAL REVENUE OF ALPHABET FROM 2010 TO 2020

REVERSION TO THE MEAN IS A THING. BUT IT
DOESN’T NEED TO BE SOON
Jo Horgan, the founder of Australian makeup giant Mecca
Brands, was quoted in the the Australian Financial Review
last week saying: "With same-store sales (growth), we have an
absolute goal as a business that we'll never get below 10 per
cent" [my emphasis]. I admire Jo’s optimism. And I’d love
to own a share in her business (she says there are no plans to
list on the stock exchange). In the long term, however, not

US$bn

So, with that all as a precursor, here are some of the
shortcomings I have gleaned when it comes to erroneously
concluding a stock is expensive.
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The lesson here is not to think of addressable market as
something static. It, too, is a variable. And when you find a
great company it invariably finds a way to grow demand for
much longer than anticipated.
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Conventional measures lose relevance in the context of
long-term compounding math. When a company compounds
earnings exponentially (15% per annum for the last 20 years
in the case of Cochlear), the fair value can be a seemingly
absurdly high multiple of early-year earnings.

THE WORLD IS SMALLER THAN IT’S EVER BEEN
The concept of winner takes all is nothing new. It is simply
economies of scale taken to their logical conclusion. Warren
Buffett recognised in the 1960s and ‘70s that most US cities
were going to end up with just one newspaper. The newspaper
with the most readers generates the most advertising revenue
which allows it to spend the most on creating content that
attracts the most readers. Supermarkets (size makes for lower
prices) and stock exchanges (liquidity) have long shown the
same characteristics.

CONSERVATISM STILL THE NAME OF THE GAME

The difference in the 2020s is that the winners can be
global. Melbourne had one great newspaper business, and so
did every meaningful city in the world. Now there’s Google,
which dominates the Western world. Netflix is not just killing
Australia’s Nine, it’s killing every free to air and cable channel
in the world.

We need to be wary of selling just because a share price has
risen. We need to put as much work into the decision to sell a
great business as we did the decision to buy it.

This is worth keeping in mind when contemplating the value
of your business. Harrods and Selfridges were wonderful
London-centric businesses. What if Farfetch is the Harrods of
the world?

Having said all of that, I’d still argue the wider trend at the
moment is towards dramatic overvaluation of potential growth.
The logic used above is being applied to a lot of businesses
that don’t deserve it. Very few of today’s optimistically priced
growth stocks will become the next Google or Cochlear.
And, because so much of the anticipated value depends on
what happens in 10 and 20 years’ time, the consequences of
overestimating long-term growth rates can be dramatic.

But growth is just another variable. We’re going to apply the
same margin of safety we apply to all the other variables. And
we’re not going to let the exposure to any one business become
an irresponsibly large part of either Forager portfolio.
As Scottish poet Robert Burns wrote in To a Mouse, “In
proving foresight may be vain: The best laid schemes o’ mice
an’ men, gang aft agley.” Often go awry they do.

STANDARD HEURISTICS ARE FLAWED WHEN
VALUING RAPIDLY GROWING COMPANIES
All of this plays into the most common mistake. “Rocket to
the Moon trades at 40x earnings, therefore it is expensive”.
It’s a lazy conclusion (I’ve been guilty). And it can be very
wrong.
Twenty years ago someone (me?) looking at Cochlear could
have reached that exact conclusion. It was trading on a price to
earnings ratio of more than 30.
With the benefit of hindsight, you could have paid 150
times earnings and have still generated a 10% annual return
(including dividends). All of these heuristics, or rules of
thumb, have assumptions behind them that need to be probed.
Under what scenario is 40 times earnings expensive? What
would it take for 40 times earnings to be cheap?
COCHLEAR LIMITED BASIC EARNINGS PER SHARE
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Kind regards,

Steven Johnson
Chief Investment Officer

